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MDiORANDUM FOR: File
.

FROM: A. Bert Davis, Deputy Director

TELEPHONE CONVERSATION WITH IRA ROSIS, 60 MIhWE5
SU3 JECT:

.

On March 4,1981, Mr. Rosen called for Mr. Keppler and I took the call.
He said he was interested in talking about Zi==ar. He had been contacted

by Mr. Applegate and was aware of the Applegate allegations and concerns.I told his I was not in a position
He asked =e how serious the =atter vas. He
to give an answer to that now since the investigation was proceeding.I indicatedasked how long it was going to take to do the investigation.
I could not give an answer to that and in spite of his trying to pin =e
devn, no specific answer was provided.

'
. I atte=pted to assure Mr. Rosen that we were perfor=ing a thorough

We discussed the GAP involverent and .the questions beinginvestigation.
asked as to the quality of our previous investigation of this =atter.s
Mr. Rosen indicated that he felt better that we vere being watched

Heclosely by CAP and assured =e that he would vacch us closely also.
i= plied that we vould not do a good job unless we vete vacched closely.as an indicatics that weHe brought up the Cresvell/ Davis Besse proble:
are not thorough in our work. He closed the conversation by restating
that he vould watch us closely and would be in touch with us with respect
to the 24--ar investigation.
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A. Bert Davis
Deputy Director
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cc: J. Stras=a
F. Streetir.

R. F. Heish=an
C. E. Norelius
J. McCarten
R. Warnick
P. Barrett
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